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INTRODUCTION.



1.

The topic of research to be described was

chosen for a number of reasons. First, it served to

introduce someone, more familiar with Physics and

Mathematics, to the mysteries of Biology: second, it

gave a little scope for using some knowledge of the

former, and third, it fitted in well with the type of

research prevalent in the laboratory at the time. Other

workers in the laboratory had already used rat intestine

for studies of glucose, water and sodium movements

under the influence of thyroxine so that the technique

for eversion of the intestine was already familiar

and easily passed on. Work had also been done on

fro^4kin and toad bladder using the now popular short
circuit current technique of Ussing and Zerhan (1951).

It was, therefore, natural to try to extend and combine

this work, in fact to * short circuit' the small

intestine of rat, as a means of determining the

actively transported ions. It was hoped, in particular,

to measure t.ue effects of thyroxine on the active

transport mecnanisms. Negative results and the

publication of Clarkson and Toole (I96J4.) which

described a very similar apparatus led to a change of

emphasis on to calcium and phosphate tracer

experiments which later developed into the main line of

research.



2.

The small intestine is not en ideal tissue for

simple laboratory experimentation. The convolutions of

the villi destroy the usefulness of many simple

mathematical models of transport systems and it is a

delicate tissue. The mucosa demand a plentiful supply

of oxygen, a demand which is sometimes difficult to

meet in the 'in vitro* type of experiment. The thick

layer of smooth muscle presents a diffusion barrier to

many types of solute particles which may disguise subtle

alterations in the active transport systems or

permeability of tne mucosal cell membrane. Nevertheless

a number of highly ingenious techniques have been

developed to study the important processes of absorption,

each with disadvantages and a potential for giving mis¬

leading or ambiguous results. The truth can only be

arrived at by a combination of many methods.

The everted sac or loop of intestine as a

device for the study of intestinal processes was first

described by Wilson and Wiseman in 195U. Since then it

has proved to be both useful and popular with other

researchers.

There are two basic variants of the method,

(i) The sac is incubated for a long period, say tnree

hours, until tne concentration differences of

solutes between the inside and outside compart¬

ments has reached a steady state. The concen-



-tration difference is then determined. The

advantages are that the len tint of segment is not

critical and, provided the electro potential

difference is also fenovvn, that it can give an

unambiguous demonstration of the presence of an

active transport mechanism. The disadvantage is
tKe

that,concentration difference can be altered

by either a*variation in the active transport

process or a simple change in the passive

permeability of the tissue to the solute under

consideration, and It is not always easy to draw

a distinction between these two possibilities.

(11) The sac is Incubated for a short time and the

flux is followed by means of tracers. If the

activity of the unlsbelled compartment does not

rise much it can be assumed that none of the

tracer is lost by reverse flux. This gives

unidirectional flux rates from which it is

easier to determine the contribution of active

transport. The great disadvantage is that the

length of segment is critical.

I have chosen the latter course because it

has greater potentialities for detailed information but

I am very conscious of the fact that not all of the

attendant j rob lease have been successfully resolved.



DEFINITIONS

k»

Absorption. Secretion: These terms will be reserved for

discussing the results of in vivo

experiments performed by others.

Txiey will refer respectively to

movement from the lumen of the

gut to the tissues of the body,

end vice versa.

All the original experiments

reported here were carried out In

vitro using a method known as

the "everted sac technique". In

such experiments identical fluids

bathe the segment of gut on its

mucosal surface and on its serosal

surface. These will be distinguished

by the terms Mucosal Fluid and

Serosal Fluid.

Is the unidirectional movement of

material from the mucosal fluid

to the serosal fluid. It is

measured by noting the rate at

which the material makes its

appearance in the serosal fluid.

Is the reverse of influx.

Influx:

Outflux:



Mucosal Uptake:

Serosal Uptake:

Mucosal transfer:

Outward Serosal
transfer:

Segment.

5.

Is the quantity of material,

derived wholly from the mucosal

fluid, which is present in the seg¬

ment of tissue at the end of the

incubation.

The meaning of this is obvious from

the above.

The Sum of influx and mucosal

uptake. It is a measure of the

material lost from the mucosal fluid.

The sum of outflux and serosal

uptake. It is a measure of the

material lost from the serosal

fluid.

The segments of small intestine

used in the experiments. They are

labelled alphabetically from the

proximal end. They were taken

from the distal end of each

quarter and coincided with duodenum,

jejunum and two samples of ileum.



6.

Significance; In most cases the difference

between the means of two groups

was examined for significance

by applying trie "Student's t-test".

This test assumes that the

individual values are drawn from a

parent population which is

distributed according to a gaussian

curve. Where samples were large

enough this assumption was tested

and was not found to be incorrect.

A p-value * 0.05 is taken here as

the level of significance. In a

few instances the t-test was not

applied if the lack of a significant

difference was obvious. In these

cases no p-value has been given.

The abbreviation N.S. = "No

Significance".



Bevie®
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Biochemical ;spects of h rold . ctlon.

It is not known if the many physiological effects

of thyroid hormone are due to a single action at cellular

or subcellular level, but since hyperthyroidism is

associated with host production and emaciation it is clear

that the hormone exerts a strong Influence on some process

or processes of energy production. experiments with in

vitro preparations have demonstrated that a number of

possibly related phenomena are associated with the

addition of Thyroxine (T^) or its analogues, notably
Triiodo-L-thyronine (T^).

Lardy and Feldott (1951) found that Th depressed

oxidative phosphorylation in a homogenste of rat liver

or kidney and that enzyme preparations from hyperthyroid

rats was less efficient at coupling phosphorylation than

were preparations fro® normal rats. Bain (195b) wrote*

"Thyroxine is, under certain circumstances, a selective

inhibitor of phosphate uptake during processes of

oxidative phosphorylation".

Olick and Bronk (196b) and Bronk (1965) have

reported that they found impaired efficiency of

phosphorylation in rat liver mitochondria in the

pres nee of Tb. Smith (196b) suggests that the effect of

Tb is not to uncouple phosphorylation but to redirect it

so that only one high energy phosphate pond is crested

where formerly three were created. On the other hand
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Roodyn, Freeman and Tata (1965), orking with

thyroectomlzed rats, found that treatment of the rats

wit T3 prior to sacrifice, while enhancing the incorp¬

oration of amino acids into mitochondrial proteins had no

obse vable effect on oxidative phosphorylation.

Lessee and Simak (196k) examined the formation of

TBA chromogen (an oxidative product of lipids; by liver

tissue from rats whicn had undergone thyroxine and

nutritional variations. They found that the combination

of undernourishment and thyroxine injections inhibited

the production of TBA enromogen. The metabolism of

cholesterol in the presence of mitochondria from the

livers of normal and Tk treated rats has also been studied

(Seitropoulos and Myant 1965) and it was found that Tk may

stimulate a rat© limiting reaction leading to cleavage

of the side chains of cholesterol.

A number of workers report stimulation of

mitochondrial swelling in the presence of thyroxine.

Olick and Bronk (l) (196k) who used rats and Oreif and

Alfano (i) (196k) who used dogfish liver. Glick and

Bronk (ii) (196k) state that the swelling is not clearly

associated with any other thyroxine effect. Bronk (1965)

could not observe this swelling in conditions of

phosphorylation but, contrary to other workers, found

that swelling was induced by thyroxine in conjunction

with A,fFP and MgCl^ and at high levels of ATP the swelling
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was followed by an Increase in ike ATP activity of the

mitochondria.

It is not possible at this stage to draw many

general inferences from the mass of combined detail

of eueh reports. The observed effects are dependent to

a greet extent on the conditions of the experiment.

There are discrepancies between the effects produced

by adding or to an in vitro preparation and those

produced by pretrenting the animal with these hormones.

For example, it is clear that the hormone interferes in

some way with oxidative phosphorylation in vitro, yet,

as mentioned above, Roodyn et al. could not detect this

with pretreated tissue.

In the experiments which are to be described

later, certain differences appeared between the

intestinal absorption of normal end thyrotoxic rets. It

follows then from the above that if this is due to

interference of oxidative phosphorylation it should be

detectable in an experiment where the hormone is applied

directly to the bathing medium. This test has been

applied. In suea experiments there is e difficulty due

to the limited time for which the tissue survives.

It is widely recognised that produces the same effects

as T^ but that it does so more rapidly (TaTa 1962).
was therefore used in place of in ell experiments where

time was limited.
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Clinical inspects of hyperthyroidism and, the metabolism of

Calcium and Inorganic Phosphorus.

In 1929 Aub Batier heat;- and Hopes noted that the

excretion of Calcium (both urinary and faacalj was

abnormally great in patients with exophthalmic goitre

and In those with hyperfunctioning thyroadenomata. The

Increase was 230" for increases in the basic metabolic

rate of some 35%* The excretion of inorganic

phosphate »vao likewise Increased In such proportions as to

lead, the authors to suggest that the calcium was derived

from tertiary calcium phosphate in bones. The high rate

of calcium elimination was not reflected by any ohange

in serum calcium levels but the authors were confident

that the calcium derived from the body pool, since the diet

had a very low concentration of calcium. Albright, Bauer

and Aub (1931) extended this work by feeding thyroid extract

to patients and noted an increase in urinary elimination

of both calcium end phoophate, but an increase of faecal

excretion of calcium only.

Further evidence that a disruption of calcium

metabolism frequently accompanies thyrotoxicosis was

supplied by Golden and Abbott In 1933* Of HO cases

examined by them 22' had osteoporosis and the actual

Incidence ma/ well have been higher, since in 63 of these

cases only a chest X-ray was available for diagnosis.

In nine complete studies six patients had decalcification.
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Desiccated thyroid was fed to rats b.y Pugsley and

Anderson (193^) and an increase in calcium excretion was

noted which gave rise to a negative calcium balance.

This enhanced elimination was faecal rather t.ian urinary

and there was no appreciable effect on serum concentrations

of the mineral. The lack of change in serum level clearly

distinguished the phenomenon from the effects of

Parathyroid hormone.

Note • There is some evidence of a change in serum

levels being induced by Thyroid hormone.

(a) Tibbette /clean and Aub. 1932 found that the

hypocalcemia of hypoparathyroid patients could be

corrected by administering thyroid hormone.

(b) Greenberg, Fraenkel-Conrat and "lendening 19U7

recorded elevated plasma concentrations of inorganic

phosphate in rats with experimentally induced

thyretoxicosis.

(c) Rawson, 1953» found that treatment with Tjt or

raised serum levels of phosphorus in myxedematous

patients.

Confirmation of some of these results have been

obtained with dogs (Logan, Christensen and Kirklin, 19U2)

(but no effect on phosphate metabolism) and with lactatlng

cows (Owen 19U8) (but apparent digestibility of inorganic

phosphate increased during treatment).
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Krane, Brownell, Stanbury and Corrigan (1956)

carried out an experiment on human subjects which involved

injecting Radio-calcium. The curve of specific activity

against time for each fitted a series of exponential

curves suggestive of discrate compartments. A change In

thyroid function appeared to modify the size of these

compartments with flow rates greatest in Hyperthyrold

patients and least in ayxedealc patients.

Recently Gennari (1964) has found evidence

strongly suggesting impaired intestinal absorption of

calcium in two hyperthyroid patients, one also with

osteoporosis.

Similar observations were made for phosphate

turnover in conditions of thyrotoxicosis by Greenbsrg

;«raenkel-Conra 1 and lendening (1947) who studied

Kidney, Liver and muscle turnover rates and concluded

that the hormone enhanced the rate of transfer of this

ion through cell membranes.
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Absorption of Calcium and Phosphorus

Nicolaysea (151+3) sbowed that the rate of absorp¬

tion of calcium In young rats. Is dependent on the calcium

in the diet provided the skeleton la unsaturated.

Deprivation of calcium does not increase the absorption

rate in e ult rats, lie went on in 1551 to shor that

absorption of the mineral Is dependent on the presence

of Vitamin D. and that absorption in vivo takes place

preferentially in the upper part of the small intestine.

Similar results were obtained by Harrison and Harrison

(1951). Further experiments by Nicolaysen and lieg-Lersen

(1953) demonstrated that while young rats were able to

absorb a 11 tie calcium despite an absence of Vitamin D. ,

humans and dogs were completely dependent on the vitamin

which, in addition, promoted the absorption of inorganic

phosphate, /then Vitamin P. was fed to rachitic rats

absorption of calcium citrate was rapidly restored, but

the phosphate "cure" took longer.

In 1959 tuaaussen found that everted sacs of

rat small intestine were able to transfer calcium ions

from the mucosal surface to the serosal surface 'up*

a concentration gradient. Parathyroidectomy three hours

or more before isolation of the sacs diminished this

ability to maintain a concentration gradient.

Schaohter and gosen (1959) obtained similar results and

found that the transfer mechanism had a maximum, dependent
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on oxidative phosphorylation and was specific for calcium

and magnesium in contrast to strontium and barium.

Heither tae 'active' transport of calcium nor the Vitamin

D. effect could, in their opinions, be explained by

accumulation of citrate and the formation of a calcium

citrate complex. Harrison and Harrison (i960) reported

that the "Vitamin B. effect", namely the promotion of

calcium transfer in the small intestine, operated in all

regions of the Intestine and not merely in the proximal

region where 'active transport' was maximal. Furthermore

it still operated in the presence of various metabolic

inhibitors. They concluded that- Vitamin P. Increased the

permeability of the mucosa to the diffusion of calcium

ions, Nasserman (i960) also found that active transport

of calcium was mainly in the proximal small intestine and

that the mechanism which discriminates calcium from

strontium was dexjcnclent on metabolism.

Schachter, Dowdle and Sehenkar (i960) , in two

papers, reported that the bul'c of the transported calcium

was in ionic form, that the mechanism was specific to

calcium (with no concentration of magnesium, strontium,

barium or potassium), that young and pregnant rats had

possessed a mechanism of transport more efficient than

that of adult rats, that the calcium flux shows

saturation Kinetics, and that the accumul tion of calcium

by respiring slices of intestine was depressed by various

metabolic inhibitors and by potassium.
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It should be noted, here that tiie term "active

transport* has been used in this context to mean a mechanism

of transport which is dependent on metabolic activity

an hao tiie ability to maintain a concemlr;.tion difference

between the cellular contents (oc interior of a sac ) and

the external medium. There is, however, an electro-

potential gradient, across the cell membrane and the

intestinal wall &e a whole. The use of the phrase 'active

transport* would, therefore, nave dubious validity when

considering ion movements, were it not for the fact that

the electro-potential gradient (P.D.) It, directed in the

same way as the concentration gradient (serosal positive;,

and should, therefore also oppose the accumulation of

cations. This is not so with anions. Asano (i960)

studied the transfer of both ions and decided that tae

electro-chemical gradient was sufficient to explain the

movement of phosphate and confirmed the active transport

of calcium mhlcn did not, however, maSe a great contribution

to total flux. He added that the mechanism of transfer

for phosphate was not simple free diffusion since a change

in P.D. (brought about by replacing sodium with sucrose)

produced a change in flux ratio, which was different from

the ratio calculated under the assumption of simple free

diffusion.

The absorption of inorccnic phosphate In vivo was

studied by "cilardy end Parsons (1956). They found that
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absorption increased with increasing pH» there being no

optimum in the range pH U.h to 7.9. Absorption increased

linearly with increasing concentration of phosphate in

the lutaen. It did not appear to be affected by the

presence of glucose but there was a range of absorptive

capacity with the highest values in the jejunum and the

lowest in the ileum. The gradient of absorptive capacity

was equal to the radient of surface area of the villi.

Harrison and Harrison (1961J found that inorganic

phosphate was also concentrated by everted loop of small

intestine but this does not constitute evidence for active

transportation. They did show, however, that the movement

of phosphite was more complex than simple diffusion. It

was stimulated by Vitamin D. and requires the presence of

calcium. The Vitamin D. effect was probably secondary to

the influence of calcium. They also demonstrated that

while glucose and Inorganic phosphate required the

presence of sodium ions, the transportation of calcium is

enhanced by the removal of sodium. Ailllams, Bowser,

Henderson and Usgirleo (X9ol) confirmed that the active

transport of calcium is confined to the proximal region

of the intestine in the presence of physiological amounts

of Vitamin h, but found that excess vitamin could induce

active transport in lower regions. Haeserraan and Taylor

(1963> have confirmed the non-essentiality of sodium ions

to the transport of calcium.
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Irnberg, Schaehter andSeheaker (1961) on the

other aand found some evidence for active transport in

the {eld and lower gut under normal conditions, albeit

oonr.ide ably lea a than that to be found in the proximal

region. The fraction of total calcium influx which is

due to active transport was measured by Asano and found to

be quite small. Solvent drag was also unimportant.

Recently Harrison and Harrison (1965) by separating the

Intestinal mucosa from the underlying ouocle layers have

been able to demonstrate that the intestinal mucosa

present a diffusion barrier* to calcium arid this barrier is

lessened by Vitamin D« Sasmussen, -Valdorf, Dsiewiatkowski

and Deluca (1963) also separated the Intestinal villi

from the muscle layer and studied the calcium uptake of

these. They came to the conclusion that the accumulation by t-ke
is controlled by t.^ree processes:

1. Active uptake dependent on oxidative

metabolism,

2. Passive uptake - a function of the concentration

of calcium in the medium,

3. Release - controlled by tc-mpcrature.

The ions calcium and magnesium appear to play a

special role in membrane transport in general. It has

been frequently reported that calcium in particular has

an affinity for many membrane materials. Cent, Trounce

ami t.alser (196u) have shown a maximum of 170 s moles of
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calcium ion can bind to one gramme of dry membrane

(human erythrocyte), and evlsed a theoretical relation¬

ship to explain the despondence of ion binding?? on ionic

strength. Ti&ball (1964) has sugreeted that it is by

binding on the membrane surface that calcium end magnesium

can control the water permeability of rat smell intestine.

A similar phenomenon has been noticed in bull frog

intestine (Forte and Nauss 1963)» and evert in artificial

membranes, formed by depositing Phospholipids on filter

paper (Leitca and Tobias, 1964).

Hopkins and Sage (1964) hnve suggested that the

*uphill * entry of Inorganic phosphate into human

erythrocytes occurs via a rate limiting step at the cell

surface by interaction with a few polye&tionic sites.

On the other :^&n& Boric, Meutraann and Heuman (1963)
in the course of an investigation into the parathyroid

control of phosphate movement in the intestine, came to

the conclusion that there are many pathways for inorganic

phosphate in this tissue, and they included in this the

possibility of active transport.
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;,,;,f jscts of /^rol;\ hormone on £n{eg.Una! absorption.

Althausen (19b9) used an In vivo technique to

make a direct study of calcium absorption. He placed an

aliquot of calcium lactate into the dartro-intestinal

tract of anaesthetised rats by means of & stomach tube.

The rsts were sacrificed after some time and the quantity

of the mineral remaining: in the lumen was determined. As

measured in this way the absorption of calcium lactate

was slightly increased by injections of thyroxin (1

fflg/hg body wt.j for twelve days before exporimentation.

Pfleger, Hummel and Jacob! (1956) used guinea

pigs and on© of the modern techniques for studying

surviving segments of intestine in vitro. Similar

injections of thyroxine produced an increase in the flux

of radio-phosphorus through the intestinal well.

As ha been mentioned, the small intestine,

particularly tae duodenum In rats (ileum in guinea pigs}

has the ability to maintain a concentration gradient of

certain solutes across itself. Some workers have used

this gradient or the ratio of concentrations as a measure

of "active transport". This was tl.tr technique used by

Hiraberg, Sahachter and Schenker (1961} to examine the

effects of high and low concentrations of dietary calcium,

on calcium absorption. In the course of this investiga¬

tion they thyro-parathyroeetomizecl some rats and found
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that the concentration ratio produced by sacs of Intestine

f offi these animals was slightly below the control value,

will u confirms results obtained by Dowdle Schachter and

Schenlcer (I960).

Other aspects of intestinal absorption and the

influence of thyroid hormone on it aeve been studied,

halliday, Howard and Munro (1962) found that

hyperthyroidism reduce® the efficiency of the intestinal

cellular mechanism for glucose transfer in in vitro

experiments, but that in In vivo conditions this can b©

off-set by such factors as increased gastro-inteetinal

mobility and blood flow. They also found no change in

water movement, levin and Smyth (1963) found little

effect in the hexose transfer mechanism except possibly

in the lower ileum, but that taere was associated with

ayperthyroidiem an increase in the rate of uptax©

of glucose. This they attributed to increased metabolism

of glucose. The/ confirmed tne lact of effect on water

flux and added that tnere a/pears to be an increase in

weight of intestinal tissue attributable directly or

indirectly to thyroxine.

Bronk and Parsons (1966) made a study which

involved tu/roectomised rats. Intestinal sacs from these

animals were able to accumulate galactose as efficiently

as normal rats, but an injection of trliodo-L-thyronine
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(T^) two days before sacrifice increased this ability.
They made two interesting hypothesess

a; that there is some compensatory mechanism which

comes into play when the thyroid is removed, so that

injection of produces a double effect;

b) thyroid hormones have no direct effect, but has

an indirect effect through some other gland.

Mandelstara (19-k) measured the absorption of

3metliy-D-gluco8e (3MQ) , an actively transported but non-

utillaed sugar, and of 6-deoxy~D-glucose (6DG) which is

both actively transported and utilised. lie used both

in vivo and in vitro techniques and found that while the

absorption of 3WG increase in vivo under tiie influence of

thyroxine there was no significant diffet'ence in the

active transportation of 3-MG on 6hG, In vitro. This

discrepancy he attributed to enhanced blood supply in

the in vivo experiments. In 1962 Giordano, Kopplani and

Romano examined the morphology of Intestinal tissue from

rats previously treated with thyroxine. They found tnat

the villi became elongated with a granular

infiltration behind the mucosal epithelium and that there

were; an increased number of cells undergoing mitosis,

ioog (1961) found that an injection of thiourea at

eleven days prevented the formation of alkaline

phosphatase in the duodenum of chick embryos. There is

in addition a failure to differentiate rapidly and
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steadily and tae chicks were three days overdue In

hatching. Thyroxine Injected at 13-15 days increases

alkaline phosphatase levels to normal for eighteen days

but has no effect in normal chicks.
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varburg manomctric readings and measurements

of the loss of phosphate from tae bathing medium indicate

that there is an inhibition of respiratory and phosphate

©strifying process o respectively in the proximal

segments of rat small intestine following treatment of

the animal ith thyroxin© (Seshadri, in press J. Matty

and Seshadri (1965} have also noted a reduction in the

flux of »ater and the non-utilized amino acid oc - amino

isobutyric acid (AlBj through the same tissue. The same

workers noted e reduction in the uptake of glucose by

thyrotoxic proximal intestine but were unable to confirm

the findings of Levin and Sayth (1963; concerning the

increase in weight of the tissue.

Although taere is no direct proof of a link

between glucoklnase being Involved in glucose absorption

it may be relevant to note that Nishi Kewaru (195^)

has found that the administration of thyroid hormone to

rat© increased the glucoklnase activity but not that of

glucooe-6-phosphatsse in homogenates of

intestinal mucosa.
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Otuff hormone8,

1, Parathyroid.

Some difference between the effects of

parathyroid and thyroid hormones neve already been

mentioned. The profound influence which parathyroid

hormone exerts on calcium metabolism has beer, known

since 1909 and a good deal of work has been done on tue

subject. There is also evidence which suggests that it

is equally potent in controlling phosphate. Oesehwind

(19 1; has written an excellent review on this subject.

It appears to be established that parathyroid hormone

produces hypercalcemia and hypophosphatemia. It also

Increases the urinary elimination of both minerals.

References to parathyroid influence on intestinal

absorption are fairly recent and sparse. Moreover the

results are some hat at va iance. Hicolaysen, Eeg—Lersen
and Malm (1953) reported that although hyperparathyroid

patients show d ©nuanced absorption of calci ,m,

parathyroidectomy had no effect on the calcium absorption.

Talmage and Elliot (1958) however found that two to four

aoura after parathyroidectomy of rats, the absorption of

both calcium and strontium from liguted sections of small

intestine was reduced by 50' • Rasmussen (1955) removed

the parathyroid from rats and found that three or snore

hours later, sacs of intestine isolated from the animals

had an abnormally poor ability to concentrate calcium

ions.
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Reaven, Scnnetder and Reaven (1959) studied the upta<e

of ca'lcium-U5 by voluntary intestinal muscle and came to

the conclusion that parathyroid extract depressed uptake

of calcium by this tissue and in general regulates the

movement of calcium between intra and extracellular

fluids. Elsensteln and Paesavoy (196h) put forward the

hypothesis that both parathyroid hormone and vitamin D ect

by inducing synthesis of new enzymes in bone through a

DNA directed RNA process.

A qualification must be made to the interpreta¬

tion of the above data on intestinal absorption. Toverud

(1964) lias stressed the importance of the calcium content

of secreted digestive juices in such experiments.

If, as he has shown, this content increases curing a

particular treatment and the transport mechanism has a

maximum value, then this would result in an apparent

decrease in the absorption ability of the intestine as

measured by, say, radioisotope tracers.

Boris, Keutmann and Neumsn (1963; perfused

everted loops of rat inte tine in vitro arid found that

parathyroid extract (PT38) without affecting the

transmural electropotential difference or p.H. could

increase the influx of inorganic phosphate by 70 and

tissue uptake from mucosal surface by 30 and transfer to

the serosal side by 30y. It did not affect uptake from

the serosal surface. The PTE effect was eliminated by
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lodoaeetate, arsenite and dinitrophenol.

2. Growth ho rmone.

Pugsley and Anderson (1936) gave growth hormone

to hypoph eectomized rata and found tliat the calcium

balance was restored to s positive one. 6ince then Manna,

Harrison, Maclntyre and Fraeer (1961) have reported that

the absorption of calcium by man is stimulated by growth

hormone and Kimberg, Schachter and Schenker (1961)

have found that intestinal sacs from hypophysectomozed rats

are abnormally inefficient at maintaining a concentration

gradient of calcium. More recently Fince1st' in and

Schachter (1962) treated aypophysectomized rats with

growth hormone and found that this increased the transport

of calcium through the inte tine as measured in vitro. and

absorption as measured In vivo.

3. Other anterior pituitary hormones have been

studied but their effects are difficult to diesoci te

from those of their target glands.

k* Adrenals in General.

Ximberg Schachter and Schenker (1961) report

that adrenalectomy appears to incree e the ability of

rat intestine to concentrate calcium. Gounelle and

Raoul (X9oh) found that it depressed the absorption of
tteM

calcium. It would appeer^U.ese contradictory results
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are a function of verv different experimental conditions.

5. Cortisone.

Cortisone is tuought to have a depressant effect

on the transport of calcium through rat intestine

(Williams, Bowser Henderson and Uzgiriss 1961). Harrison

and Harrison (1960/ describe its action cs 'antagonising1

the vitamin D effect.

6. Aldosterone. Is tnought to have en effect on trie

transport of monovalent cations.

7. Serotonin. Two papers report that Serotonin (5h.T)

stimulates absorption of calcium in man (Teaseri and

Poerini 1961) and in rat (Oarattinl, Gross!, i aoletti

Paoletti and Poggl 1961).

8. Calcitonin.

References to this intereotin " hormone have

begun to appear in the literature with increasing

frequency. There Is 3ome doubt as to whether it has a

thyroid or parathyroid origin. Indeed it may well be that

two separate hormones exist. One with a parathyroid

origin which lowers the plasma levels of calcium very

rapidly in sheep (Care, Copp and lienze l$oki

another with thyroid origin In rats (Talmuge, Neuensch-

•ander and raintz 1965) with a longer lasting action.



Talmage et al. 1964 have suggested that this

celcitonin is involved in the active transport of

calclusu
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An Interrelationship between the Thyroid, and the Adrenal

22£$S&

<i

Since it has been noted that cortisone hea an

effect on the intestinal absorption of calcium, any

link between the thyroid and the adrenal cortex is of

interest.

Straw (19 IjJ has examined this possibility. He

found that the weight of the adrenals increased linearly

with the dose of thyroxine given to rats. Secretory

activity per mg, of tissue was not altered for

quartered adrenals stimulated to a maximum by ACTH.

There was no evidence that the adrenals were in any way

sensitized to ACTH but he postulated that thyroxine may

stimulate the production of ACTH in response to stress.

Martin and intz (1965) found that in hyperthyroid

patients there was an "advance and exaggeration" of the

normal circardian variation in adrenocortical response

to exogenous ACTii, They suggest that there are two ways

in which the thyroid can influence steroid secretion.

(1) indirectly through tx*e peripheral metabolism of

Cortisol mediated by a feed back mecnanlBM on the

magnitude of ACTii secretion.

(ii) a direct effect on the central nervous system

re misting ACTii release.
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Hot®.

Estrogen

Engstrom and Marfeardt (195k) found a significant

change in serum precip.i table iodide (an index of

circulating thyroxine) in men and women during the

administration of estrogen. For tilla reaaon female rats

were used in all experiments except where otherwise

stated.
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Experiment Wo.l

lhe movement and accumulation of cnlclum-lf5 and of

^hq:-:phorus-32 In W; small Int.' rtine of ..yperth-'rold rata.

Outline or the experiment a«.d ita alas.

In this experiment, everted sacs, taken from

selected portions of rat a all intestine, v.ere Incubated

In a suitable physiological saline medium, the movement

of calcium end inorganic phosphate was taen observed by

©deling tracer quantities of radio-i bo topes to either the

external or internal medium. Half the total number of

sacs were taken from animals which previously had been

rendered hyperth/roid by injecting them with large doses

of thyroxine, and the data from these wore compared with

those from the control group.

f. to rials and
t ethods.

Huabers and Bates of Experiment.

A set of similar experiments were carried out

over a period of time on different groups of rats with

alight variations of tec. nicue as appeared necessary to

improve the significance of the results. They were as

follows:

1. February Ik rata (7 treated? 7 control)

Low specific activity C8lciura-h5 and
High specific activity phosphorus-32
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2. May 16 rats (8 treated; 8 control)
high specific activity celcium-'i5 and
pfeoopho ruc-32

3. September !-> rats (8 treated; 8 control)
phosphorus-32, influx only, using segments
A and D

4. November 12 rats (6 treated} 6 control)
e&lciutft-iiS# outflux only, using segment A
Mucosal uptake using segment B

Selection of Animals.

The selection and treat., ent of all the animals

used in the above experiments did not very and was as

followst

From the colony maintained at tae laboratory some

young fesale rats were enosen. So far ©a

possible these were all from one or two litters.

They were then separated into "treated" and

"control" groups according to a random selection

from © pace of shuffled cards. They were fed

ed libitum on a diet which was standard for the

colony.

Treatment

A few milligrams of thyroxin®* were dissolved

in a drop of li/10 bodium hydroxide ana then

0.9? saline was added to give a concentration



of 1 mg./ial. 'riils was the solution which was

Injected Into the treated group in sufficient

quantity to give a dose of 1 rag. tk/roxtna/kg,

body weight, ^ucii an injection was given once

per day for seven days and the experiment was

carried out on the eighth day, The control group

wer? give i e similar Injection of salt water

containing a little sodium hydroxide,

Lo o of <eight

the rata were also w- Ighec; each cay, -lie results

of a typical experiment riven in Table 1 show

that there was a general loss of weight in the

treated group while the control group gained.

This la taken as evidence that hue treatment

was effective in producing hyperthyroidism,

Sathlnr :?diuro

The medium used was rebs-Ringer-Blcarbonste

made up according to the directions given by

Umbra!tf Burrla and Etsuffer (1959) with

chemicals of analar grade. Table 2 gives its

composition. The ringer was made in quantity

and was stored at 5°C. The pK was adjusted

to between 7.1 and 7.2 Junt before use.
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inuring preparation the: tissue was kept emerged

in this medium and «t a low temperature

(0° to 5°0) in an attempt to prevent anoxia,

but during incubation, the t inperature of the

medium was 38°C + .5. end it was gassed contin¬

uously with 95/5 mixture of 0,, / C0?.

hcnq.a••ation. of the everted sac*
The rats were killed by & blow on the head. The

small intestine, including the duodenum, was then flushed

out with cold riarer, excised, everted and quartered.

A piece of gut from the distal ©nd of each quarter warn

tied off at one end and cannulatd at the' other. The

length of each eac was 5.6 cm. These were labelled

alphabetically as mentioned in the Definition

0.5 ml. of warmed ringer wee placed Inside the sao which

as then incubated in 5.0 ml. of similar fluid.

Depending on whether influx or out flux was to

be measured, the mucosai or serosal fluid, respectively,

was dra n from a pool of ringer which had been labelled

previously with tracer quantities of calcium-1*5 and

phoaphortte-32• Shta ensured that the flux In each

experiment initially had a source of uniform specific

activity,

1. Wilson and Wiseman (195k)
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After an incubation lasting one hour, the see

was removed, and the excess external liquid was we shed

off rapidly with three changes of 0.9s saline. The sac

was punctured and its contents flushed out, again with

0.9 saline. Finally the sac was removed from its cannula

and was broken down by boiling in 2N. caustic soda.

This procedure provided three test tubes

containing fluid.

1) Mucosal fluid (less a small and supposedly fixed

quantity waica adhered to the tissue wuen it was

lifted out),

2} Diluted serosal fluid.

3) Tissue homogenate, {made up to 5.0 ml. with

dilute hydrochloric acid).

The weights of these wore measured accurately.

It remained then to deter ine the total activity

and hence the total quantity of the corr spending

mineral in. each tube.

.punting

A blood sugar pipette was used to take a sample

from each tube.1" This was evenly spread on an aluminium

plarichette and dried in & warm oven. The activity of the

sample was mei sured with a thin end window O.M. tube.

1. For calibration of all pipettes etc., see Appendix *:o.k
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A separation of the radiations could be made by inserting

an aluminium screen,of suitable density, between toe

sample and the 0,14, tube, Such a screen absorbs all of

the radiation from the calcium and only about half of the

radiation from the phosphorus. The detailed figures of

the screening factors and corrections are given in Appendix

3.

From the sample activity and the weight of its

parent solution the total activity could be calculated,

Tiie sum of the three totals should equal the total

activity present at toe outset of the incubation. The

standard deviation of the actual figures from tiie

expected was 7% and & lb. deviation was tolerated.

Ho correction was applied to allow for self

absorption by the sample on toe planchette since all

samples were of the same volu"6e. There is likely to be

a email error in the tissue uptake figures, particularly

in the case of calcium which emits weak: beta raya, but

these sampleo of uomogenate were diluted to 5 ml. to give

them a mans density similar to the other samples and

minimise individual variation.
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Isotope samples used

In the February experiments the sample of

oalclum-h5 uaad wa" obtained from Amershara under the code

number CSS.I. This haa a specific activity of 10~20mo

per g. Ca. Calculation shows that this must have an

appreciable effect on the concentration of calcium In the

medium. In this case the increase is about 25 •

To avoid such an increase in later experiments a sample

(CBS 2) with a higher specific activity ®as used

(2-5 c. per g. Ca.), Any alteration to the calcium

concentration caused by the addition of one ml, of this

to 200 ml. of ringer-fluid la negligible as Is also the case

for the sample of phosphorus-32 (288 T, carrier free, ©s

orthophosphate),

It is Interesting to examine the effect of the

higher calcium concentration on the flux and uptake

measurements. Table No.3 gives comparative figures for

the two concentration levels. In the case of the CIS 1.

the figures were computed on the assumption that txiere was

no concentration increase. A lac . of any significant

difference between the two groups lmpllo ,therefore, that

any increase in concentration was accommodated by s

proportional rl*e in flux or uptake. Only Jn the case of

mucosal uptake does this condition not hold, here the

uptake appears to have increased oven more t^an can be

accounted for by assuming uptake to be proportional to

concentration.
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This may be due to a poorly standardized washing

technique used in the early experimento.

Note: In the February experiments the mucosal «

surface wee washed by drenching it with 0,9 saline from

a wash bottle. Later the tissue was agitated for about

two seconds In each of three beakers containing 0.9S

saline. The extra flexing of the tissue probably

scoured the spaces between the villi more thoroughly.
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Results anci (.-aXoula 11one

The flux and uptake values are given In Tables

4 to 11 and taeso data are presented as a histogram in
••1 — ?

Figures 1 to 8. The dimensions are ,/■ .eq.hr. cm, ",

with the area referring to tine serosal surface.

'^he results have been calculated using a simple

two chamber model with irrevers ible flux. This is an

over-simplification, and the result should be regarded

as a comparative measure only. In Appendix 1 the results

are compared with those obtained when reversible flux is

allowed and isotropic diffusion is assumed. The error,

wuen typical figures are used, appears to be about 26 .

Other factors, (s.ch as the release of phosphate from the

tissue to the bething medium which was noted by arrison

and garrison, 1961}, are difficult to allow for, and for

this reason it has not been thought necessary to use the

more complicated *reversible flux* equations.

The figures for mucosal uptake measured with tue

low grade sample 018 1 have not been used In the

calculations. To allow calculations and tests of

significance to be performed on as largo a group of

figures as possible the corresponding values for influx,

outflux and serosal uptake have been used without taking

into account the undoubted increase in concentration.

Such a procedure is justified by the finding noted above
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that ti.ese values are proportional to concentration.

(le. the value quoted is that which would be true if tnere

had been no alteration in concentration).

Schaehter, Dawdle and Schentcor (I960) reported

that calcium influx in the region of the gut immediately

distal to the pylorus has a maximum value of 0,2/a.U hrT1
—2

cm, which is reached when the ambient concentration of

-1 *
calcium is Q,kjM ml.

* • iiarriaon and aarrison (1965) working with a phosphate free

ringer were unable to detect any evidence of saturation

nineties for calcium flux. In the experiments being

reported here the ambient concentration of calcium had

e minimum value of 2,6 y-M. ml. At such o value a

proportional increase in flux with rising concentration

is not to be expected, Schachter et al found, however,

that the presence of potassium ions depressed the calcium

flux arid excluded it from their medium. It is possible

that tne presence of potassium delays the approach to the

maximum value until a much higher concentration is

reached.
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A consequence of using the simple model if? that

the comparison of influx to outflux has dubious

validity, and it is not possible to test for active

transport according to Ussing'a criterion (Usoing, 1%9")»

In spite of these reservations it Is noted that the

calculated results show fair agreement with those in the

literature (appendix 2jf and that Influx is similar to

outflux for both ions.

The general picture presented by the results is

one of inhibition following treatment, the effect being

moot noticeable in the uuodenua. l&ble o, i£* Is an extract

of tuo important data for tae uuodenum an-; Table No. 14.

shows the ratio of calcium to phoapnate for each

measurement•

Detailed examination of the date is deferred

until Chapter 5»



FI IftOaajaL iflPfflMW? pftopptefte in Keq.hr. cm. for
each segk©nl(A,a,C,I}). Control group ( open column )
compared to treated group ( shaded ).
The number above each column is the number of animls In

the group for which the column represents the mean value.
An asterisk ^^ag^^^es that there is a significant
difference between the groups (pc 0.05 )

of in Keq.hr. cm.

The dotted line is the gradient of mucosal surface area

according to Fisher and Parsons ( 19$0).
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COPTER TWO

The effect of Thyroxine on the transmural

electro-potential gradient of rat small intestine

and on the pH of tne medium.
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Experiment No. 2

P.P. of toe intestinal sacs.

There is a possibility that the transmural

Blectro-potential differ-enee (P.P.; might be affected

by tne treatment described in Chapter One. The

following experiment was carried out to check tais point.

After the sacs of intestine had been selected

and mounted as described in Chapter One, the remaining

segments of intestine were formed into similar sacs and

incubated in the same physiological ringer, at the same

temperature as the original sacs. The P.D. generated by

such a sac can be measured thus:

Polythene capillary tubes are filled with a

conducting gel made of saturated ^potassium chloride
solution and agar. The tubes (or electrodes) connect

the serosal and mucosal fluids to the liquid phase of a

pair of balanced calomel half cells. The metal phase of

-the cells are connected to the input terminals of an

electronic voltmeter which has a very high input

resistance.

In practice the four sacs from a single animal

were incubated simultaneously in the same 250 ml, bearer.

A single mucosal electrode served as reference and four

others dipped separately into the four serosal solutions.
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The output of the voltmeter was fed into a multi-point

pen recorder and this recorder also drove a cam

operated switch so that the voltmete was connected to

each of tx^e four sacs synchronously with the pen

recorder switching to its various channels.

Each curve so obtained was integrated over a 50

minute period beginning 10 r.inutes after the sacs were

mounted. (The sacs were stored in cold rin-er until all

were ready . They we^e then placed in the heated

incubating fluid simultaneously). The integrals

represented an average P.D. over the period. These

figures for treated and control animals (six in each

group) were compared using the t-test. Table 16

presents the results and, as can be seen from the

p-values, the differences, between groups for all segments

are insignificant.
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Experiment Wo,3

Inorganic phosphate in solution is actually a

mixture of two tons, PO^ and HPOj". The proportions of tuese
depends on the pH of the solution. At pH 7-1 the

average valency is about -1.7. A change in the pH would

change the effective valency and thus have a dramatic

effect on any transfer process which depended on the

ionic status of the phosphate.

Mciiardy and Parsons (1956) have found that the

absorption of inorganic phosphate from the Itimen of rat

investine (in vivo) increases linearly with pH, tx^ere

being no optimum in the range U.h to 7.9.

Hopkins and Sage (1961*) have suggested that the

first stage in the 'uphill' movement of phosphate ions

into erythrocytes is an interaction with a few

polycationic sites. It is quite possible that a similar

mechanism operates in the intestinal mucosa.

Before looking for complicated mecnanisras to

explain cuanges in the movement of phosphate it is

necessary to checx the ph of the medium for variations.

This was done.

At the outset of the experiment (November) the

pH of the ringer was adjusted to about 7.1. The incubation

was then carried out as described in Chapter One. At the

end of the incubation period the pH of the mucosal

fluids from segment A were determined, using a glass

electrode.
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Since the greatest difference "between the flux

rates of control and treated groups was noted in segment A

it might be expected the ph differences (if the e are the

source of the effect) would be moat noticeable in this

segment. The results are shown in table No. 17

There is no significant difference between treated and

control groups.
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CHAPTKR TOR *.

The effect of Thyroxine and Trilodo-L-thyronlne,

added *In vitro*
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Explanation
iimm hi mwniui im mmmwn

Effects, directly attributable to the presence

of Thyroxine have been demonstrated in a number of * in

vitro' preparations.Bain (1954) found that tne hormone

"uncoupled phosphorylation'" in a preparation of rat liver

mitochondria. Lardy and Feldott (1951) round that

thyroxine inhibited the respiration of ram sperm but

reversed the inhibition due to the presence of calcium.

They also found that T^, added in vitro, depressed
oxidative-phosphorylation in rat liver homogenates. In

some experiments carried out by Barker (1956) thyroxine

was able to 'protect* the mechanism of oxygen consumption

during prolonged incubation of 5°C.

It ia of interest to find out if the decrease

in calcium flux or phosphate flux can be associated with

any of tuese effects. If this is the case then the

depression of flux rates should be capable of re¬

production in a completely in vitro experiment. A number

of attempts to do this have been made using a variety of

techniques. / s yet some of these techni ues have not been

fully explored. This Chapter is a description of one

experiment and a progress report on others.
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Experiment I*.

Bine normal female rats were sacrificed and

sacs were made from their intestines in the way that has

already been described. The sacs were then divided

into two groups according to the scheme.

GROUP 1 GROUP 2

Rat 1 segments? A, C 3, D

Rat 2 3. D A, C

Rat 3 At B ... etc.

Group One was incubated in normal Krebs

l rj

.-6,

Bicarbonate linger at 5°C, the other group In ringer

containing Thyroxine at a concentration of 10 M.

They remained thus for two hours and then were transferred

to warm incubating Medium (with \ as appropriate). From
this point on the experiment continued exactly as the

tracer experiment of Chapter One. One small point of

technique euould be mentioned, Then the sacs we re first

prepared they were intentionally longer tnan was required

for the 'tracer' part of the procedure. After cold

incubation the bottom of the sac was cut off. Tost of tne

cold serosal fluid poured out but inevitably some

remained adhering by surf ce tension to the lower

section of the segment. The sac was then re-tied to

tne correct length and the excess cut off, taking with it

the bulk of the unwanted fluid. The sac was refilled
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Fig. 9. Experimental Apparatus. Expt» Ch. 3.
Page 21.

• ■ '■ ■ ).
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with the appropriate fluid (with or without thyroxine).

Influx only was investigated in this way, the intention

being to examine the other types of movement If ©

significant effect could be demonstrated.

Tables lh - 15 present the results. The

difference between the groups insignifleant.

EXPERIMENT ?IVK

f?igure 9 is a diagram of the apparatus used in

this experiment. The tubing was disconnected at A, and

the appropriate section of gut was 'threaded' on to the

tube. As it passed up, the leading end was tied at B,

and the remainder was everted on to the 'cage' of nylon

rode. The upper end was tied at C. The excess could then

be cut away. The tube with the segment of gut was

emersed in the bath E as shown, and coupled up to an

external circulation which passed through a liquid flow

O-.M. Tube. The main body of the apparatus was kept in a

constant, temperature bath, while the external tubing was

kept in an atmosphere of warm air by means of a small fan

heater. The temperature of the circulating fluid was

monitored by placing a thermocouple junction (thinly
coated with "uraldite"} in the reservoir D.

The O.M. Tube (20th Century 6) was incapable

of detecting the weak radiation of ealcium-h5 and



Fig. 10. Results Expt. S. Ch.3. Ordinate has
dimensions Counts per 100 seconds, corrected for the
dead time of the GM tube quenching unit. The horisontal
dashed line indicates the background count..



consequently this experiment examined only the effect

on phosphorus.

^ach segment served as its own control. The

tubing was lifted fro® the bath S and transferred to a

similar bath in which the ringer had been labelled

wit;, phosphorus-32. Simultaneously the 'start' button was

pressed on a scaler connected to the G.M. Tube. Successive

counts were roede lasting 100 seconds, and these, after

adjustment for paralysis were plotted against time.

After some twenty minutes the analogue of thyroxine,

Triiodo-l-Thyronine (?y, dissolved in alkaline
sodium chloride solution, was added in sufficient

quantity to the mucosal* fluid to produce a concentration

of 10 M. and counting was continued for a similar period.

Figure 10 shows a typical curve. Characterist¬

ically It is lightly concave upwards. This is due possibly

to a gradual increase in the permeability of the membrane,

or to a steady relaxation of the muscle layers of the

intestinal segment. The same thing is featured in curves

obtained from segments not treated by Thyroxine. The^e

is no significant change in the form of the curve after

the addition of the hormone within the duration of the

experiment. Thr e xperimento were carried out in this way

and each gave the same null result.

+ Thyroxine la absorbed by intestinal mucosa see Chung
and iIddiesworth 19«U«
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Fig. 12. Experimental Apparatus Expt.2 Ch.3.
Page 23.

-

t**- x»»

Fig. 13. Results. Expt.2. Ch.3. Activity of mucosal
fluid (P-32). The sudden decrease after the
addition of T3 is a dilution not a hormonal effect.
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iuXi-six

During one run of Experiment Two the tubing was

lifted out of the bath containing labelled ringer and. was

placed in the original both which contained no phosphorus¬

es?. Nevertheless tne rate of increase in the activity

of the serosal fluid continued unchecked for several

minutes (Figure 11) showing that tnere is a considerable

time lag between change of conditions et the mucosal

surface and the effect becoming obvious in the serosal

fluid.

Figure 12 illustrates an apparatus designed to

ovex'come this difficulty, with this the rate at which the

labelled substance diearpears from the mucosal fluid is

measured, ±he single expe iraeni&l run so far completed

indicates the same It c < of effect wuen thyroxine is added

as found in experiment Five. (The drop in specific activity

(Figure IS Is exactly equal to the degree of dilution

brought about by adding the mm&mz- solution containing

to the labelled ringer.
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It was suspected that the muscle layers of the

intestine constituted a considerable proportion of the

ion barrier, accordingly a piec of everted jejunum was

laid on a piece of filter paper ana the mucosal cells

sere 'shaved' off *iith a sharp scalpel. This proved to

be t..e moat satisfactory method of isolating the muscle

layer. Several methods were tried and the results

checked by examining histological cross-sections under a

microscope.

The isolated muscle layer was then subjected

to the experimental treatment which has just been

described above for intact tissue.

, fter a suitable time had elapsed and sufficient

readin s taken to determine the influx in counts per

second per 100 second interval* the tube was lifted

fro® the reservoir 1) and dropped into the mucosal fluid

which was then pumped through the O.M. Tube. An

equivalent figure for tne activity of the mucosal fluid

was thus obtained.

—1 —2
From these figures the influx in m eq.hr cm

could be calculated.



Only two such experiments were performed

since exact casurements were not required. They gave

consistent results, the value of Influx being about
-1 -2

0,1^ eq.hr, cm.



CHAPTER POUR

The affect of Thyroxin© on the Short Circuit

Current of Pat email intestine.
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Th- ; HOST CIRCUIT cTfuif? OF R/-.T OUT.

In 1951 Ussing and 2erhan described the snort

circuit current technique for membranes, using Frog skin,

and explained its utility as a measure of tae actively

transported ion current through the membrane.

It can be summarised as follows:

A membrane may generate an electro-potential

difference across itself even when the solutions bathing

both surfaces are identical. This is thought to be due

to the transportation of Ions preferentially in one dir¬

ection, powered by some raetabolically linked process.

The measurement of the actively transported ion current

is confused "by the movement of other ions which are driven

in particular directionsby the P.D, (this includes also

the ions which are actively transported). It is,

therefore, desirable that the P.P. be reduced to zero

without altering the active ion current. This could be

achieved, in theory, b connecting the two solutions on

either sidle of the membrane by a perfect electrical

conductor. The current flowing in the conductor would

then be exactly equal to the active ion current. In

practice, this can be achieved by using an external P.D.

to reduce the effective resistance of the external

circuit to zero. Two agar/gel electrodes are placed

close to the two sides of the membrane. Two others,
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some distance away, are used to pass a measurable current

of even density through the membrane until the P.D,

recorded by the first two electrodes equaln zero. The

external current then equals the active ion current and

only actively transported ions vd.ll undergo net

transportation from one chamber to the other.

The method has been applied to many membranes,

but t..e application to rodent small intestine has proved

troublesome. A number of attempts, meeting with varying

success, have been described. The main obstacles are:

1. The potential difference generated across the

membrane is small (in the range U-10 mv.)

and the Short Circuit Current (S.C.C.) is

correspondingly small and difficult to measure

accurately unle s a la »ge piece ox" tissue is

used.

2. The tissue Is cylindrical and this makes it

difficult to ensure uniform current density.

In addition theS.C.C. appears to vary slightly

from one point to another,

3. Cutting the membrane so that it can be

opened out into s flat sheet seems to damage

the tissue irrep&lrably.



Fig. ll+. Experimental Apparatus for measuring Short
Circuit Current. "Flat sheet method". The slot SS'
is 7cm. long by 0.5cm. wide. The compartments BB'
hold 25 ml. fluid each.
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Schults and Zalusxy (196%) used the flat sheet method on

Rabbit ileum, 'heir careful tudy of the connection

between 8.C.C. and Sodium flux suffered from the dis¬

advantage that measurements had to be made on a falling

base-line of P.B. Aaano (196%) has used a similar method

to investigate tae effect of metabolic dist chances on

the S.C.C.

More recently methods based on the everted, sac

a&ve appeared, Clariuon and Tools (196%; have described

their method in detail and it resembles in many ways one

technique described here.

The remainder of this Chapter will describe two

experiments, the first using a 'flat sheet' method and

the second an 'everted sec* or 'cylindrical' method.

qfii IM.K SIQttT

Taxi VLfi.7 :hhfi,T

Reference should be made to the 'exploded'

diagram in Figure !% . The Segment of rut is rut along

the mesenteric border and opened out. The flat sheet

83 formed is laid across the slot S, S' so that it covers

it completely. The two plates A,a' are screwed

together. The tissue now separates the two chambers

S,B' which can be filled with fluid (20 ml) through tue

ports FtF*. G,J * are chambers containing a silver/silver
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chloride wire, which is pa -ellel to the slot and lies in

ager/KCl gel. These chambers communicate with the mala

compartments B,a' through a .row- of small holes h,a'.

The polythene/agar electrodes for measuring the

P.P. enter through the holes B, * and the eras mixture is

introduced by means of the holes 0,0*. Motor driven glass

propellers stir the fluid through the port®.

There is a tendency for the- tissue to behave

like a piece of coiled spring steel which makes mounting

practically impossible. It was found, however, that if

tne gut is distended with a head of about s metre of

solution during the flushing out process this tendency

disappears. {This does not see® to damage the tissue in

any way. The same thing was done to intestines subsequent¬

ly turned into everted sacs, and the T.D. which was

generated lasted for at least two hours; nor could

evidence of damage be seen in slides prepared from this

tissue).
>y?p-• ...

Hate were selected and treated as lias been

described in Chapter One. A segment from the

geometrical centre of the small intestine was clamped

between the chambers as above and the whole apparatus was

kept in constant t aperaturn bath at 38°C + 0.5°.
The P.D. and S.G.C. were monitored for about 30 minutes.
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The reading at 20 minutes for each was taken as typical

and subjected to a statistical test for comparison of

the treated and control groups.

Table 16 presents the data. There is no

oi nifleant difference between the groups.

Note: The portion of intestine from the jejunum-ileum

region has tue highest P,h, and therefore greatest

current, hater, when the results quoted in Chapter

One demonstrated the effect on the duodenum

atteittion was directed towards this region.



Fig. 15. Experimental Apparatus for measuring Short
Circuit Current. "The cylindrical method"
The outer jacket holds 25 ml. fluid. The gut segment
is 5A cm.long.
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Figure 15 is a cut sway drawing of the

apparatus. The sac of everted gut i tied over the 'cage*

of four vertical nylon rods (N) between the cannula (C)

and the pe^spex bobble (b). Tt in su -rounded by

another 'cage* of vertical silver/silver chloride wires

(a) which form the anode of the S.C.C. circuit. The

cathode (Cath.) is also silver/silver chloride and in

wound helically round a glass capillary tube (t) which is

introduced Into the sac. he serosal fluid can be

changed by forcing fresh ringer down the capillary tube

and withdrawing the displaced solution from the reservoir

(r). Electrodes for measuring the transmural P.D. are

the polythene/agar gel type, '"'ha external electro sa

(ej> penetrate the outer jacket and terminate near the

mucosal surface of the tisane, Their positions are

fixed. The internal electrode takes the form of e very

thin glass capillary. The very thin glees tip is necess¬

ary to alio® it to pass down through the cannula. Tts

position is controlled from above. In practice it is

clamped so that it can be quickly placed opposite any of

the turee fixed external electrodes,

Og/COg bubbles are introduced through a thin
tuba which pierces the base of the outer jacket.
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Constant temperature is maintained by placing it

in a water batii. It was found however that the stirring

of the water bath disturbed the polythene electrodes and

caused the P.D. recorded by them to oscillate. After the

correct working temperature had been attained, therefore,

the water bath heater/'stirrer was switched off.

the poor thermal conductivity of the thick

perspex outer jacket along with the la^ge volume of water

in the bath, ensured that the temperature of the bathing

medium did not drop appreciably during hue experiment.

Figure 16 presents a trace of the temperature during a

typical experiment as recorded by a thermocouple

junction xjlsced in the mucosal fluid.

Clarkson and Toole (19-1+) have demonstrated trie

fact that the 8.C.C. can vary over quite small distances

of the gut surface. For an accurate measure of S.C.C,

therefore, it is necessary to take an average \aLue

based on a number cf determinations made at different

points. When measuring the effects of hormones ana

drugs, on the other hand, a determination at one point

only is sufficient for a qualitative comparison. One

requires to know only that trie effect so measured is not

an artifact. The agar/KCl electrodes are notoriously

liable to defects. The extra electrodes serve the

purpose of reducing this danger. After measuring the
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Fig. 16. Short circuit current, in microamperes, plotted
against time. T3 was introduced, the oxygen supply cut
off and Potassium Cyanide added at the times indicated.

Also included are the temperature and 'noise level'
which is the maximum discrepancy between the the values
for P.D., recorded by the three agar gel electrodes.
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S.C.C, at the thr e points the experiment was run using

only one as a null P.P. point. The P. ID. of the others

were monitored to ensure that they mirrored the behaviour

of the first, 1 hen the hormone had been added this process

was repeated. Fn Figure 16 the 'noise* level represents

the maximum departure of the P.P. from aero as measured

by the other electrodes.

As shown in Figure 16, the addition of

made no appreciable difference to the short circuit

current.

Note: Male rets were used



Fig. 17. Isopotentials drawn at 0.5 mv. intervals
showing a roughly cylindrical pattern•
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sgjgg characteristics of Kxperlmeatal design

At tue outset it was thought ce3irable to cheek

whether tue arrangement of the ,C»G, /node (which was

chosen for economy) would provide a current of

sufficiently uniform density round the perimeter of the

gut. To this end a subsidiary piece of apparatus was

constructed. It consisted of a square gla?s tank with a

heavy perspex lid. A system of concentric circles were

drawn on the lid and a single vertical wire passed through

the centre into the fluid in the tank. This became a

cathode. The anocle consisted of four vertical wires

passing through the ends of two mutually perpendicular

diameters to the largest circle. A number of holes

drilled at various points on the system of circles

served as a "."Jig1* for glass agar/gel electrodes, which

were used to map the field between the wires when a current

was passed. Figure gives a typical result. In the

actual apparatus the anode wires are considerably nearer

the centre, but this is compensated by tne addition of

four more wires. The extra resistance of the tissue

when it is in position will also tend to make the

isopotentials approximate even more closely to circles.

This experiment also gives an indication of the

true null point for 8.C.C. measurements. This depends on

the separation of the Agar/KCl electrodes and on the current.
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It is that P.P. which is recorded when a particular

current flows in the absence of the tissue, and will not

be exactly equal to zero, because of the finite resistance

of the solution and the separation of the electrodes.

The pattern of isopotentials shown in Figure 17

leads one to ask what effect small changes in the

position of an electrode will nave on the potential

recorded by the electrode. Consider the current as

flowing radially in a hollow cylinder bounded on the

inside by the external surface of the cathode and on the

outside by the cylindrical surface passing through the

eight anode wires. The equations of ion flux and electro-

potential in solutions (in the range of ohmic

behaviour), are strictly analogous to the equations of

heat flux and temperature in solids. The appropriate

equations have been given by Carslaw and

Jaeger.

(1959)
1- (r.dv) 0 (1)

For steady state fluxr dr ( dr) u * * * *

Wherej r « radius

r s» a

r = b ar© boundaries (a < b)
v « electro-potential
v = v* (at r a a)
v = v" (at r ss b)

integrating equation (1) dv A
dr r

Where A = vw , © constant
In(b7eT

(2)
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Therefore the gradient of electro-potential is

inversely proportional to the radius. This confirms the

casual observation from Figure that small changes In

position are likely to be important for small radii.

The general solution to equation (l) Is obtained

by further integration

v « v* In(b/r) - v" In(r/a) ...... (3)
In(b/a)

put v' = 0 v s In(r/a)
vH = 1 In(b/e)

log( r/a j (U)
log(b/a)

approximate dimensions of the apparatus

awl mm.

b w 10 mm.

v = log(r/a) (5)

Figure IB plots curve (5)

From this it can be seen that a displacement of 1 mm.

of the serosal electrode can give rise to a variation in

potential amounting to 0.3 v"
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For a current of i+00 ma. v" s 2mv( approx.).

The variation would titen be 0*6 mv. This difficulty is

Inherent in the cylindrical system and it is therefore

necessary to position the serosal electrode accurately.

Clurlcson and r«oole (1961+) overcame this difficulty

by securing three polythene electrodes to the Ag/AgCl

wire;this must, however, occlude a sizable proportion

of the wire, The apparatus described here is thought

to be a reasonable compromise particularly if the

serosal electrode is not moved in the critical period

immediately following administration of the hormone.



CHAPTER FIVE

Discussion snd Summary
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'ranafer of calcium under normal conditions.

The mechanism by which calcium is transferred

through the well of the small intestine is not clearly

understood but it is widely accepted (see review) that an

active transport system is involved and that this system,

though contributing only a fraction of the total

quantity of the mineral which is transferred, is most

active in the proximal regions. In vivo measurements

confirm tost the duodenum is the most efficient site

of absorption. It is therefore surprising to find that

tne 'mucosal transfer* of calcium (i.e. the sum of

influx and mucosal uptake) which is a measure of the total

quantity of material which was lost from the mucosal

fluid, is fairly constant along the length of the

intestine, (table Ro.12). Uptake, which is included in

this figure, in a rather crude measurement giving little

Indication of how the material is distributed. It may

lump in ions bound to the membrane surface or even an

unstirred boundary layer of mucosal fluid adhering to the

membrane surface. If the latter was the case, however,

one would expect tnat trie uptake figures for calcium and

phosphorus would have a ratio similar to that of their

concentrations in the mucosal fluid (approximately 2.5:1).

The measured uptake ratio is, in fact, closer to 1:1

(Table Ko.lU) and so it is thought likely last the bulk
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of the uptake value is contributed by a region. lying on

or just .vitiiin the mucosal cell membrane. From figures

5 and d it can be seen that influx has a negative

correlation with, uptake (control tissue) which implies

that Influx constitutes a 'leak" from the tissue pool.

To comply with the findings of Sehachter et al (I960),

that the flux has a maximum value, this leak must be

carrier mediated.

Note: harrison and iierrison (I9b5) have found a linear

increase in calcium flux with Increasing concentration,

a result wuich waul obviate the necessity for carrier

mediation.
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The transfer of Inorganic phosphate „under noraal condit \ ona

There :1s some disagreement about the manner of

transfer of inorganic phosphate through the small

intestine but it does appear to be a complex system or group

of systems, hsano (I960) states that the P.D. is

sufficient to explain the normal flux values but agrees

that variations in the P.D. produce? variations in flux

ratios whlci. do not comply with simple lews of free

diffusion. orle, Ksutaann and Neuman (1963) have

suggested that numerous systems are involved including

active transport, while Harrison and Harrison (1961)

are of the opinion that calcium assists its transport.

In vivo measurements by Meiiardy and Parsons (1956)

have suggested that the surface area of the Intestinal

villi has e rate limiting control over the absorption

of inorganic phosphate and In the enquiry reported

by this thesis it was found that the gradient of uptake

along the length of the untreated tissue agrees well

with gradient of surface area as estimated by Planer

arid Parsons (1950J. (See fig.I), nor do the uptake

value® for treated tissue depart significantly from

this line.

Unlike calcium, the influx of phosphate is only

a small fraction of mucosal uptake (tables k and 5).
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Ihis Is probably due to its being utilised by metabolic

processes within the mucosa. It is quite possible,

therefore, for a small reduction in the rate of entry

from the mucosal fluid to cause s significant reduction

in influx without affecting uptake, the demands of

metabolism having first priority for the available

Vhosphcte.

The similarity between the mucosal uptake and

mucosal transfer of calcium and phosphate which Is most

noticeable in the proximal regions is very striking,

particularly in view of the di ferent concentrations of

these ions in the bathing medium. ' he influx ratio is

also surprisingly low in the duodenum and Jejunum while

outfLux, outward serosal t ansfr ratios and also for

influx in the ileum are roughly equal to the expected

values. The step in the transmural P.D. must

necessarily be located somewhere in the mucosal cells.

This will tend to enhance inward phosphate movement and

depress calcium inward movement. Outward movement

from the serosal fluid will be relatively unaffected by

the P.D. There does not appear, however, to be any

obvious correlation between the P.D. along the intestine

and the calcium/phosphate ratios. (Tables lh end 16).

ibu.t is probably being observed is the compound influence

of active transport of calcium, the surf ce area

restriction on phosphate, the availability of binding

sites and the P.D.
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Boric et al (1963) have already noted a great

disparity between mucosal and serosal uptake. They quote a

ratio of 3*1 mucosal to serosal. is len 5 and 7 of this

thesis give even greater ratios but this may be partly

due to the limited pool of activit available on the

serosal side, but in any case it la not thought to be

necessary to invoke different mechanisms for influx end

outflux to explain this as Borle et al are inclined to do.

The formidable diffusion barrier of the muscle layer

noted in chapter 3 seems adequate to produce such

results if there is e fairly rapid exchange between the

mucosa and the ucosal fluid. The similarity between influx

values of Intact tissue and of muscle layer alone,

indicates that in the intact tissue the concentration of

phosphate within the tissue is similar to that of ti.e

mucosal fluid since there seems no reason to suppose that

net flux through the muscle layer ia produced by anything

other than a concentration gradient.
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The Effect of Teeatmen.. on phosphate and calcium movement

Tissue from treated rats appears to be less

efficient at transferring botn calcium and phosphate in

either direction, and this effect is mainly confined to

the duodenum. Uptake is not significantly affected

except for the serosal uptake of calcium (table 11).

The symmetry of the effect on flux seems to rule out

the possibility that the mechanism for the active trans¬

port of calcium has been affected in any way. It appears

then that there is an additional barrier to passive

movement, introduced b the treatment. Appendix 5 examines

the effect of a decrease in the diffusion coefficient of

a single phase membrane on the flux and uptake of

material in it. It shows that the effect on flux may be

much ®o?»e dram- tic than the effect on uptake. The

addition of a second phase (corresponding to the muscle

layerj would make little difference to inward flow

if the diffusion coefficient for this was not greater

than that of the first phase. For outward flow, however,

the second jhase ould play an important role in the

uptake of the composite membrane.

It is intere ting to note that Harrison and

Harrison (19..5v found that the movement of calcium through

the muscle layer to be much more rapid than through the
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intact tissue, while in experiment 7 described in

chapter 3 it was found that the flov of phosphate through

the muscle was comparable with that through the intact

tissue. These findings may explain the difference in

the effect of the treatment on the serosal uptake of

phosphate and calcium.

Soar possible xplanetions of the observed

effects will now be examined,

1, P.B. The results of Experiment No.2 suggest that

there is no alteration in the transmural P. D,

whicu can be attributed to the treatment,

2, p.H. The pH of the medium has a profound effect on

tx*e movement of phosphate (chapter 2} but t. ere

is no indication tnat this under oe3 any

change due to treatment, ( -periment 3/.

There is still a possibility that the intra¬

cellular pli is affected.

3, Bistension of the intestinal muscle.

During the mounting process it is obvious that

the small intestine undergoes a steady change in length,

(extension in war t solution contraction in cold). The

duodenum was always the first segment to be mounted and It

in therefore highly probable that tills was carried out

wuile it was in a different state of tension to that
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prevailing turlng the subsequent countings which followed

at roughly four minute Intervals. It follows that the

true lengths of the Intestinal segment® ere slightly

different, and this could explain differential absorption

rates ©long the length of the gut and also explain the

observed change in flux after treatment if It could be

shown that the smooth muscles of no-mal and hyperthyroid

rate relax at different rates. The first possibility

seems unlikely in view of the good tgr enaent with the

surface area gradient already noted by Mcliardy and

Parsons (1956) and the e econd also seems equally

unlikely since one would expect in this case that uptake

values would increase in proportion to flux.

U. A change in water flux

Asano (I960) has already observed that solvent

dreg does not make an important contribution to tne flux

of either calcium or phosphate. In a dltlon the

investigations of the thyroxine effects on water flux

through rat intestine have found either no effect (Levin

and Smyth 1963) or reduced flux (Matty and Seshadri (1965).

A reduced influx of water might conceivably reduce ti.e

influx of solute particles but would have the reverse

effect on outflux.
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Having abandoned these simple explanations

one is tempted to try and link the results with those of

otuer worker® ♦

Soshadri (in press) has recorded decreased

accumulated of phosphate by slices of intestine from

thyrotoxic rats and has attributed tuia to decreased

esterification. Thus far in this discussion it has been

assumed that the effects of thyroxine on calcium and

phosphate are the same because of the similarity of

percentage reduction etc. The added complication of the

metabolism of phosphate cannot be ignored, however,

and it is possible that the transfer of phosphate depends

on metabolically assisted processes.

Levin and Smyth (1963) found that tuere was an

increase in weight of the intestinal segments taken from

thyrotoxic rats and Johnston Posey Patrick and Caputto

(1958) found that tuere was an increased uptake of

phosphate by the smooth muscle of such animals. Neither

of these two effects were confined to tne duodenum,

however, and although they may contribute to the overall

result they are unlikely to be decisive especially

since there is no significant lncr a:se in mucosal

uptake wuich might be expected to follow.

The morpholo leal changes in the intestine

which were observed by Giordano Fopplani an Romano

(196P) to accompany thyrotoxicosis are significant
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They noted that tne villi are elongated and that there

appears to be a g.-anular Infiltration behind the mucosal

epithelium. here is a -enerel increase in mast cells

and they remark; that the overall picture Is one

associated with tae mineralising eorfcieolde. Thi is an

interesting statement. illi&ms et al (19 >1, round that

cortisone depresses the transport of calcium through

rat intestine, Harrison and Harrison (I9u0; said that it

ante ionises the vita .In D stimulatory effeet. In the

review, mention has been mad® of* a connection between

thyroxine snu the adrenal cortex. This then is & feasible

explanation of the effects observed in the tissue

from pretreeted animal* and the lack of effect during

In vitro experiments in which the hormone as added

directly to the bathing medium. The "gmviir

infiltration" of Oiodano et al may be the morphological

aspect of the increased diffusion be brier. A centrally

positioned diffusion barrier could produce lust those

effects on uptake which were observed.

It is interesting to note that the Inhibitory

effects o'f thyroxine on the intestinal transfer of e number

of materials (Seahadrl (in press), and tatty and

Seshadni (19 >5)) were also confined to the duodenum.
There is a distinct possibility that ti.ese are further

results of the same permeability barrier.
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TJis biochemical activity of thyroxine lias bean

reviewed earlier. These effects were observed lnvltro.

If the effects observed In experiment one are a result of

such biochemical activity It might be expected, therefore,

taut they would be capable of reproduction in an In vitro

experiment. That the experiments described In chapter 3

failed to do so, either by adding the hormone Into

ti.e medium during the experimental pe lo<3 or by pro¬

longed incubation with the hormone at 50,, has not

completely exhausted this possibility, but has certainly

made it more remote.
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The short circuit current of ret small

intestine is thought to be equivalent, to a great

extent, to the current of actively transported nodium

ions. (Clarkson and Toole 196h, 9h> sodium* Barry

Smyth and right 1963» epprox. 70 sodium). The

fact therefore that added to the bathing medium

(concentration 10- M) was unable to affect the short

circuit current (s.C.C.j is taken as evidence that, at

least in the short term, the hormone has no influence

over sodium flux. In addition there was no difference

between the control and experimental group of pre-

trested animals as far as transmural P.D. was concerned.

The P.D. is closely related to the S.C.C, and,

provided the ionic conductance remains constant,

should be proportional to it. A steady P.D, implies that

neither the S.C.C. nor the conductance have altered or

that both have altered in such a way as to cancel out

the opposing effects - an unlikely state of affairs.

It should be noted that the actively

transported ion current Is not a current obeying 0hms

law. The P.D. may well be the result not the cause of

the current.
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In v hup tar two it was shown that pre treatment of

rats with thyroxine has no effect on the P.D. In view

of the above, therefore, it is unlikely that the sodium

active transport system or the resistance of the tissue

to sodium or chloride ions is affected.

The failure generally to produce effects by

the addition of Triiodo-L-thyronine to the bathing

medium impleo:

a) that the 'thyroxine' effect requires a

considerable time to become apparent,

or b) thyroxine exerts its influence through some other

process not available in the isolated tissue.
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Summary

The result8 and deductions based on them may be itemized

as follows.

1. The flux of calcium and phosphate is abnormally low

in the proximal small intestine of thyrotoxic female

rats.

2. No satisfactory explanation can be given for tine

fact that this affect is most noticeable in the

duodenum.

3. Although it is tnought that thyroxine is able to

uncouple phosphorylation in certain *in vitro*

preparations where the hormone has been added

to the bathing medium, a reduction in flux of the

minerals and of phosphate in particular could not be

produced by adding the hormone to the bathing medium

(T 1CT6M.).

It is deduced that the reduction of flux is not a

result of the uncoupling of phosphorylation.

h. No evidence has been found which suggests that the

reduction of flux is a result of change in either

the pil of tne medium or In the transmural P.D.

5. The effect is symmetrical and affects both minerals

one of which is not thought to be actively transported.
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and it is deduced that the effect arises out of

interference with passive movements rather then a

dislocation of an active transport mechanism.

6. The distribution of uptalce and Clux suggests tnat

the increased barrier to transfer is located in a

central position.

7. It is suggested that the granular infiltration noted

in the intestinal tissue of thyrotoxic rats is ti.e

morphological aspect of this barrier.

8. It is also suggested that the effect of thyroxine

is mediated by the hormones of the adrenal cortex.

9. The Short Circuit Current (S.C.C.) of ^e^unum-ileum

in thyrotoxic rats io normal.

The addition of T, at a concentration of 10~^M. does
3

not affect the S.C.C. of male rat duodenum.

The '.hort Circuit Current in rat intestine has been

attributed to the active transport of sodium.

It is deduced, that sodium transfer is unaffected

by the metabolic disturbances produced by

thyroxine.
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Table8

So. 1 Weights of experimental animals before and after

treatment.

No.2 Composition of Krebs - Bicarbonate-Ringer

No.3 Effect of (Ca) on flux and uptake

No.d influx
xp

No.5 P Mucosal uptake

No. 6 P52 Outflux

No.7 P^ Serosal uptake

No.8 Ca^5 influx
h 5

No.9 Ca mucosal uptake

No. 10 Ca*40 outflux
a 5

No.11 Ca serosal uptake

Wo.12 Mucosal Transfer of Calcium and Phosphate,

(i) Calcium

(iij Phosphate

No.13 Serosal Outward Transfer

(i) Calcium

(ii) Phosphate

No.Ill Ratio calcium/phosphate for various measurements.

No.15 Summary of Results for duodenum only

No.16 P.D, of Rats small intestine

No. 17 pii of mucosal fluid, segment A

No.18 Calcium influx after cold incubation with

No.19 Phosphorus influx after cold incubation with T.
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20. Short Circuit current in micro amps
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TABL3 1

Weights of experimental animals before and after treatment

(in grammes)

fata from a typical experiment.

initial Final Gain

Control group 265 267 2

252 257 5

243 246 3

233 242 7

254 260 6

255 265 10

273 280 7

Treated group 246 241 -5

237 235 -2

262 253 -S

253 251 -2

270 272 2

237 238 1

269 263 -6

Average gain ----- (control 5.7

(treated -3.1

Standard deviation - - (control 2.6

(treated 3.5

Significance - - - - - P < 0.001
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TABLE 2

Composition of Krebs-Bicarbonate-Ringer

Sodium 3.2956

Potassium 0.2310

Calcium 0.101*0

Magnesium 0.0286

Chlorine 1+.5550

Sulphate O.lli+o

Phosphate 0.1140

Bicarbonate ......... 1.5250

Glucose ..............5.0

gai/1 0.11*3 M

gm/1 0.0059 M

gm/1 0.0025 M

gm/1 0.000125 M

gm/1 0.128 M

gm/1 0.001 K

gm/l 0.001 M

gm/1 0.025 M

gm/1
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TABLENO.3TheEffectof(Ca)onfluxanduptake ParameterInflux
Outflux

SerosalUptake
MucosalUpta

ConcentrationLow
High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

high

152

150

125

168

hi

LI

207

L39

78

62

SL

122

GO

62

252

309

71

126

132

110

89

53

213

326

L9

82

93

127

65

L6

157

329

81

93

13k

90

62

51

271

L51

83

6L

87

9*4-

72

67

310

2L0

133

132

108

89

89

66

200

315

92

78

99

112

62

58

ILL

3L7

Meandifference6
.25

5

16

125.
25

EstimatedS.d. ofdifferences

55

10.9

9

3L

Significance

NS

NS

P>0.1(NS)

P*0.01

'x^lan&tlon:ThedimensionsofthefiguresintheTableare10**^eq.hr~^cm"*^* ThefiguresinthebodyoftheTablearethemeanvaluesofa specificgroupofvalueseg.the1stfigure(152)isthemeanvalue ofinfluxinsegmentAofuntreatedtissue.Theotherfigurein thepair(150)ithemeanvalueunderthesameconditionsusing thehighconcentrationmedium.Theeightpairsforeachparameter erethencomperedusingthepairedt-trst.



TABLENO.k
p^2influx

/Ueq

SegmentAB OroMpControlTreated FuraberofAnimals11*12+ 0.086

0.076

0.117

0.01+5

0.037

0.096

0.098

0.097

0.069

0.056

0.047

0.067

0.068

0.052+

0.060

0.079

0.057

0.02+7

0.107

0.100

0.117

0.02+2

0.082+

0.053

0.190

0.059

0.067

0.062+

0.052;

0.033

0.099

0.02+6

0.062;

0.055

Mean0.0870.0590.076 St.Dev.0.0340.0180.023
Control 6

P

<0.02

•1-2C.ii. TreatedControlTreatedControl 66712 0.102; 0.033 0.12+9 0.075 0.01+2; 0.055 0.043 N.S.

0.038 o.oui 0.026 0.030 0.077 0.038

0.052 0.02S 0.051 0.027 0.027 0.013 0.023

0.036 0.030 0.077 0.02+5 0.032+ 0.033 0.046 0.029 0.039 0.02+6 0.053 0.031 0.02+2

SO. Treated 13

C.085 C.031 0.027 0.02+2 0.026 0.023 0.024 0.052 0.083 0.036 0.057 0.031 0.038 0.02+3 0.021 K.S.

0.0750^2+20.032 0.0160.0130.012 >0.2N.S.
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TABLE5

P32Upta'cefromMucosal
Fluid

>«•eq.hrchi~"£

Segment

A

B

c

£>

Group

Control

Treated

Control

Treated

Control
Treated

Control
Treated

Noaberof
animals6

7

6

6

6

7

6

6

0.217

0.261

0.2SS

0.249

0.143

0.240

0.158

0.046

0.340

0.212

0.269

0.167

0.138

0.164

0.159

0.125

0.253

0.206

0.233

0.196

0.124

0.105

0.195

0.154

0.263

0.151

0.266

0.29ft

0.233

0.110

0.208

0.223

0.374

0.292

0.222

0.262

0.290

0.125

0.130

0.169

0.213

0.243

0.225

0.23ft

0.153

0.140

0.039

0.154

0.355

0.140

"eari

■0.277

0.246

0.269

0.235

0.183

0.146

0.14ft

0.145

St.Dev.

0.055

0.060

0.027

0.043

0.051

0.044

0.056

0.054

F

•>0.4
(KSJ

>0,5(SB)

>0.

2(NS)

(HS)
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TmBLKNO.
6p-52Outflux

y*-

-1

eq.hp.

—2

cm.

Segment

A

B

C

D

Group

Control

Treated

Control 6

Treated

ontrol

rested

ontrol

Treated

Numberof
Animals6

6

7

5

6

6

7

0.062

0.061

0.033

O.OUU

0.0k6

0.063

0.01+6

0.0U8

0.086

0.030

0.051

0.035

0.05U

0.01+3

O.OUU

0.039

0.055

0.023

0.051

0.052

0.017

0.037

0.039

o.ouo

0.053

O.OUU

0.032

0.01*2

0.0U5

0.021

0.029

0.052

0.060

O.OUU

0.025

0.033

0.02U

o.ouo

0.032

0.0U7

0.0U7

0.03k

0.037

O.Oq.6

0.0?5

0.028

0.03k

0.029

O.OUO

ean0.0610.0390.0580.0U00.0570.0380.0<60.0U3
St.Dev.0.010 _0.0130.0100.0150.0150.01U0.0090.005



TABLEN.7UptakefromSerosalFluid
yXeq.hrT1 cm7c

93

Segment _A_JBCp ProupControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControl __Treated Cumberof/.nlaals65jS7 __6,5____67 0.026

0.052

0.034

0.043

0.045

0.037

0.033

0.033

0.033

0.041

0.043

0.032

0.053

0.033

0.047

0.043

0.047

0.035

0.035

0.028

0.052

0*049

0.039

0.032

0.030

0.032

0.038

0.038

0.040

0.051

0.051

0.039

0.031

0.033

0.049

0.041

0.032

0.035

0.045

0.034

0.032

0.032

0.037 0.040

0.033

0.020

0.02.1 0.039

0.033—.JkQ320.0390.0370.0430.059O.Qgn0.034
St.lev.0.0070.0050.0060.0050.0080.0070.0010.007 p _.imiimi_12SL_.(ns)



TABLENO.8CaU5Influx̂eq.iirT1em72
94

•egmentAB_ TroupControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControlrented Numberof,nlaals6 _jb»66 .56 0.129

0.060

0.144

0.080

0.092

0.081

0.151

0.090

0.156

0.069

0.121

0.078

0.077

0.046

0.147

0.190

0.165

0.058

0.112

0.089

0.110

0.064

0.097

0,119

0.127

0.095

0.077

0.083

0.0%

0.087

0.082

0.135

0.274

0.083

0.075

0.023

0.095

0.043

0.075

0,066

0.054

0.057

0.061

0.042

0.061

0.051 0.069

0.074

Mean _0,1510.0700.0980.0660,0870,0630.1100.112 St.Dev.0.0650.0160.0310,0240.0140.0160.0540.045 Significance.0.05cP<0.1(NSjP<0.05 _l£SlL-



TABLENO.9Ca^MucosalUptake Segment .A
ControlTreated_

NumbsrofAnimals3 _A_ 0.2090.222+ 0.2310.211 0.1810.137
0.183

Mean St.Lev Significance

0.022

/eq.1hr?1 cm?2 B0 _D_
ControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreated JL8L.k..3- 0.3SS0.23U 0.3070.173 0.1310.138 0.2570.160 0.2310.212+0.262+0.3710.2050.2210.02+8 0.5650.2290.2180.3000.2070.12+6 0.2090.2530.222+0.2070.1730.239 0.2100.202+0.217 0.2830.2070.2710.2320.2000.12+2+ 0.120_0.02+30.0710.02+10.02?0.078 r>0.1t(US)(NSJ(NSJL
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TABLENO.10
Ca^5Outflux

yueq,
K—1__—2&I•CHIa

Segment

A

B

c

D

Group

Control

Treated

ControlTreated
ControlTreated
Control

Treated

Numberof
Anlraal312

12

67

66

6

7

0.165

0.143

0.115

0.119

0.065

0.096

0.091

0.127

0.202

0.125

0.094

0.149

0.119

0.122

0.107

0.103

0.138

0.097

0,121

0.112

0.087

0.083

0.070

0.106

0.114

0.101*

0.083

0.109

0.087

0.122

0.107

0.122

0.135

0.047

0.127

0.062

0.081

0.078

0.109

0.077

0.095

0.01*4

0.185

0.124

0.234

0.062

0.109

0.079

0.031*

0.108

0.077

0.117

0.161 0.151 0.107 0.140 0.151

0.129 0.124 0.177 0.060 0.055

Mean

0.1370.1010.121
0.107

0.112

0.091

0.09S

0.104

St.Dev.

0.0440.0340.032
0.025

0.057

0.021

0.013

0.022

Significance

P<0.05

,(KS),

(N8)

(NS)
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TABLENO.11
Ca'4^SerosalUptsice

xeq.

,-1-2hr.cm.

Segment

A

B

c

D

Group

control

Treated

Control

Treated

Control

Treated

Control
Treated

Rumberof>nimals6
5

6

7

6

5

6

7

0.036

0.057

0.034

0.051

0.046

0.042

0.029

0.055

0.044

0.059

0.070

0.043

0.055

0.090

0.069

0.046

0.044

0.070

0.055

0.043

0.051

0.068

0.099

0.073

O.Obl

0.046

0.083

0.061

0.062

0.080

0.102

0.065

0.037

0.074

0.122

0.045

0.068

0.065

0.110

0.045

0.043

0.062

0.088

0.056

0.056

0.044

>»

0.067

0.096

Mean

.0.044

0.061

0.071

0.051

0.056

0.069

0.078

0.061

St.Uev.

o

H

O

.

o

0.011

0.027

0.029

0.021

0.016

0.028

0.018

Significance

p<0.05

.?>0.1
<HS)„

W

(NS)
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TABLENO.12 ?jfueosalTransferofCalciumandPLosphate. (i)Calcium.figuresa1x10**êq.iirT1 cm.""2 Segment ___ABCB GroupControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreated influx1517098668763110112 muc.upt.207189283207271232200ILL muc,trans.2%L381273358295310 .2$6 ttfftffffWtf.-=2&rl08-63_z5k (ii)Phosphatefiguresa1x10"^eq.nr7*cm."*2 Segment _____A. ____B __C ____________I) __ GroupControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreated _influx87597675L232L2L3 2272L6___2311J±6
SJiC^trans,__3uL„305325310225178190188



TABLEHO.13Serosaloutwardtransfer. (i)Calcium.figures=1x10"*êq.iir?1cm72 SegmentsABC_D ProunControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreated outflux1371011211071129199104 Ber.uptake4461715156697861 outward ser.trans.181166192158168160177165 difference-15-3if-8-12 (ii)Phosphatefiguressix10*"êq.hrT1 craT2 SegmentABCD OroupControlTreatedControlTreatdControlTreatedControlTreated outflux6139384037383643 aezNU£take__IS123743323k™ outward eerTtrans.„J&,7«111280777677 difference-160-3+1



TABLENO.14 <&tiocalciumtophosphateforvariousmeasurements Segment Group influx muc.upt. muc.trans. outflux Ser.upt. out.ser.trans,
_AB— controltreatedcontroltreated 1.77 0.75 0.98 2.25 1.33 X*XX.

1.19 0.77 0.85 2.59 1.56 2.11

1.25 1.14 XXI 3.18 1.82

0.88 0.88 0.8* 2.70 1.38 2.05,

controltreated 2.11 1.48 XXX 3.03 1.30 XXX

1.97 1.59 1.66 2.40 1.77 Zj&k.



TABLE15 SummaryofResultsforDuodenumonly. _Qn
Calcium1x107eg.hr.cm.

Control

Influx151 muc.uptslce207 outflux137 aer,uptake _____ —a„2
Phosphate1x10eg.hr.cm.

_Control

influx87 auc.uptake ___277 outflux61 ser.uptake n33

101

treated _differencesignificant 70-81highlysign
__JL89.-18- 101-3&sign. _sit-iz»m._ treateddifferencesignificant 59-28eign.

._2ij.6-31- 3S-22sign. JJ



TABLE16P.DofRat'sr,oilintestine. Segmentadjacent _A Group NumberofanimalsJj>$5_ 2.855.669.60 6.272.868.17 2.605.114.33 5.806.1310.62 6.7U5.607.63
Mean,U.855.078,08 St.Lev.1.771.152.1k SignificanceRS_

Figuresinmillivolts.

102

BC__D „5

5

5

_5_

5

10.16

8.81

10.30

2.73

3.27

12.97

9.27

13.15

6.53

5.35

8.23

9.96

8.20

1.80

8.60

9.10

9.62

9.66

6.59

6.62

6.00

10.11

11.62

4.82

2.00

.9*29JO*35.—A-~M5-m 2.300.151.692.262.26 NSNSNS



TABLE17

pilUnits
-mucosalfluid
-segmentA

control

treated

5.7

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.2

k.9

5.0

5.0

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.1

Average

5.25

5.1

St.Dev.

0.22

0.17

Byinspectionthedifferencebetweenraeansisinsignificant
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TABLS18

Calcium1*5Influx
aftercoldincubationwitiiT,
4

(Countn/sec.)

Becement

A

B

c

D

Group

ControlTreated
Control

Treated

Control

Treated

ControlTreated

Kumbcrof
/niraals4

5

;4

5

4

4

4_

1*3.6

18.5

30.5

17.5

19.6

23.4

32.0

27.2

21.1

34.6

19.4

44.1

34.1

24.7

28.6

20.8

31.9

18.7

27.7

20.8

15.6

22.3

24.1

19.6

29.0

28.1

28.1

42.0

31.1

24.4

36.8

19.8

39.3

72.2

28.9

Kean

.31.4

27.4

26.4

...35IL3

25.

23.7

26.2

?uf,

St,Dev.

8.1

,9.6

4.2.
19.6

6.9

1.0

5.1

3.1

P

> ,9-5.

imi_

(HS).

Chs)

(.!«•')...
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TABLE19Phosphorus32Influxaftercoldincubationwith(Counts/sec.) Segment- -A■BC _____D CroupControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreatedControlTreated NumberofAnimals _____ 46.2

42.8

63.3

35.4

16.4

12.8

9.4

15.4

19.3

88.!+

26.0

21.7

8.7

6.7

13.6

10.0

31.9

25.7

41.1

49.3

9.6

8.8

11.9

5.2

38.4

39.4

37.0

36.4

10.1

8.8

18.8

6.7

53.3

26.4

16.5

*£SS_u$U9.41.9,33.812.39.313.49.3 St-aev.Sj® ,?U?Xi'MZ=53.31.853.5i,.9 NaHSgs



TABLSNO.20.ShortCircuitCurrentinmicroamps.20inutesafterdeath SexMale _Female GroupControlTreatedControlTreated fiumberofAnimals

6

6

6

6

275

170

190

80

235

180

U5

100

90

100

95

90

125

105

195

125

65

195

225

105

250

300

130

115

l2§n -1?31751U7109 Bt.Dev.S3676316 SignificanceNSP>0.2N.S.
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APPENDICS3

1. Reversible Flux in a 2 chamber system.

2. Flux Rates of control groups compared with values given
in the literature.

3. Separation of Radiations from Calcium U5 and Phosphorus 32.

h. Calibration of Pipettes ~

5.0 ml, pipette

1.0 ml* tuberculin

5. The effect on uptake compared with transfer in a

simple one phase membrane ss e result of a change in
the diffusion constant.
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APPENDIX 1 Reversible and Irreversible Flux in a

Conservative Two Chamber Eystem

1 2

1

1 fn
»

rl

e -

1
1

rCM
4

i

1

Let Chamber 1 have a Large Volume (V^) and a specific activity
which will not alter appreciably since

al V1 > > loss* to

where a flux from 1 to 2

» flux from 2 to 1

fj, is proportional to ^ and therefore constant,

fl = *1 ai ^

similarly f2 = °<2 a2 ^



CONDITION HO. I Reversible flux

Since we have no reason for invoking active transport

from 1 -->• 2 (which would imply oc oc ) and since we

wisn to be as pessimistic as possible:

Now the rate of increase of total activity of Chamber 2

will equal the net influx
cJt

88 fl * f2
dt

V2 fUS - *x - f2 (if V2 conat* ^

put Ox^ 1 a c< 2 m °< (3)

dt

a "* OC

V

^ dt

2

(5)
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The general solution to (5) Is

lo«e (ai ~ ~ t + K. where K Is an

arbiter/ constant.

when t « 0 { 8j « 0 ; — K »-logft^a

loge —h = 25. t (6)
al ** a2 ^
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CONDITION NO. 2 Irreversible t?1ux

put f1 a f1 a

f2 » 0

Eq. (1+) becomes

r2 /da2\ a f1 = oc1a.
dt

da
g = e-j^.dt (7)

V2

Tiie general solution is

(~ ^ ai t + K
tat V2

if t b o; a, a o; K

(a2) _ oc ^11 («)



flow eomparirg the flux measured according to
equations (6) and (£)••••

= _ ioe/V®ra) (9)
f, "• " (VB.)



lacing typical values for influx of iiiosphorus-32

Specific -Activity « 1261 units

ag » units

Substituting these values in Sq.(9) we get

f = 1,26
fl
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JSPPLIiUlX 2 Flux Ratea for control groups compared to

values published by other workers.

a) Influx of P"^2 (jejunum) Asano: 0,0976 eq.hrr1 cm.*"'"

Noble.' 0.087 eq.iirT1 cm.""2

t C "*

b) Influx of CA (duodenum) Sch&chter: .16 eq. hrT cm

foble: 0.15 eq. hrC1 em
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APPENDIX 3 Separation of aai&tions from Ca^ and
in a mixed sample.

p
An aluminium screen (area density 100mg)cm )

wa . introduced between an end window G.M. tube and an

arbitrary but pure sample of pliOsphorus-32. It was found that

the screen absorbed 50 i of the i>hosphorus-32 radiation.

,vhen the sample was replaced by a pure sample of cslci im-h5

it as found that all of the radiation was absorbed. The

shielding factor is then equal to 2.

Two sets of counting apparatus were used for

greater speed and in the second case the shielding factor

was 1.6.

A single mixed sample was counted on both

counters and a factor was obtained which converted the

results on the second to equal the re: ulta of the first,

with this factor all counts were then so converted for

equal efficiency of count. Care was tafcen however to 'pair'

the counting so that samples from the first control

were counted on the same apparatus as tne first treated

animals. This was not thought however to give sufficient

justification for a paired t-test to be used as a teat of

si -nifioance.
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The phosphorus-32 counts were corrected for eo»y

but t/ils was not thought to be necessary for the

calcium-h5 count since all sanplos were counted within a

few days.
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A, i-• KDIX k

Calibration of pipettes end syringes

0.9' saline was measured out into a beaker with the

various pipettes, etc., and the increase in weight

of the beaker was measured accurately.

a) Blood . ucr&p 1 ipettes: used to take nominal 0.2 ml.

samples for radio-active assay

average delivery of 2k pipettes » 0.1931*5 gm.

s.d. = 0.00283 gm.

The average of 0.193 was used in all calculations.

b) Tuberculin Syringes: used to put 0.5ml. ringer inside

eacu sac.

(i) for radio-active solutions

average of 5 deliveries = 0.1*91 gm.

s.d. » 0.00127 gm.

(iij for normal solutions

average of 5 deliveries » 0.521 gm

s.d. sb 0.0021* gm
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c) Bulb . lpettea: used for measuring out mucosal fluid

(i) -iadio-active solutions

average of 5 deliveries a 5.006 gm

3. <3. = 0.0017 gm

(il) Normal solutions

average of 5 ellve ies = 5.033 gm

a. d. es 0.0030 5 gm
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Ai-'F NDIX 5 The effect of s change in diffusion coefficient

on uptake and transfer iu a simple single pheee

isotropic membrane.

Carslaw & Jaeger (1959) p.128 describe heat flux in a slab

with one face in contact with a layer of perfect

conduction on well stirred fluid.

i.e., the region o <x <,/ with zero initial temperature

at x a f solid la in contact vith well stirred fluid

Of specific heat c^" initially at zero temperature

x a o is kept at temperature V for t > o.

'his problem is exactly analogous to tne problem under

discussion with

Temperature V « the concentration

Specific heat C* * Volume of fluid

V * Temperature at x = o * Specific

Activity (or concentration) of

source solution

Conduction (K) = Diffusion Coefficient



change lb% 30%

Fig. 19
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Fig.19. Concentration of material dthia & uniform

ah et of finite thickness, bathed on one side by a

medium of constant concentration and on the other by

a well stirred fluid of finite volume, late (tj unit.

Two curves plotted for diffusion coefficient

k 1.0

k 1.5

the e values were chosen arbitarily to illustrate the

difference in total uptake (the a^* a under the curves)

between the membrane phase and the medium.
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The equation given by Carsl&w & Jaeger* is

2
v = iJy 2(«^ + h2j •"*X» 1 sin°<nx . ... Jl)

n = 1 (oc^ + h2) + hj (

where <^n are the roots of h * ot tan<*\ (2)

Fig.19 plots the curves obtained when So.(1; is olved

using the first ein roots of (2) and putting I » 1 end 1.5.

he difference in tissue uptake is lh" while the difference

in transfer = 30
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